Summer, 2012

CLA Annual Meeting Is August 11
by Carol Lindahl

The 30th Annual Meeting of the Cullen Lakes Association
will be held Saturday, August 11 at the Nisswa American
Legion.
This year’s meeting begins at 9:30 a.m. for your
convenience in attending and still having a “full day”
for lake activities and recreation.
Registration and the opportunity to mingle with other
CLA members and view exhibits begin at 9:00 a.m. The
annual business meeting will begin at 9:30 and include
time for member questions.
The business meeting will include an update on the
treatment of curlyleaf pondweed on the Cullens, focusing
on this year’s treatment and what to do next year.
The agenda also includes a special presentation on the
history of the Cullen lakes and our residents. An “open
mike” as time permits will allow members to share their
stories as well. The CLA will also present the 2012 Lake
Friendly Shoreline Award and the 2012 Most Improved
Shoreline Award.
At registration, attendees will receive a booklet with 2012
financial information and reports from the CLA
committees. Members will be asked to approve the 2013
budget and elect candidates for the Board of Directors.
Please note the new time for your convenience. Your
attendance and participation in the Annual Meeting
are encouraged. No reservations are needed for the
meeting or to view the exhibits.

Winners of the 2012 CLA Lake Friendly and
Most Improved Shoreline Awards to be
Announced at the Annual Meeting
The Lake Friendly Shoreline Award was created in 2005
and first presented in 2006 with two goals in mind:
1) To recognize property owners who help protect lake
quality by effectively using lakeshore Best Management
Practices.
2) To provide examples of lake friendly shorelines to guide
others in protecting the lakes.
The award criteria include aspects of the shoreline both in
the water and on the land. They take into consideration a
property’s topography as well as the offshore lake depth.
The award is available annually to one property on each
lake. This year’s awards will be presented at the August
11 CLA Annual Meeting.
The Most Improved Shoreline Award debuted in 2008.
Its purpose is to recognize lakeshore property owners who
have made considerable improvements to their shoreline.
Property owners nominate themselves for this award.
Since the award’s debut, it has been presented three times;
last year there were no nominations received, thus there
was no award given. The award will be presented again
this year, however.
A display of the winning shoreline and an explanation of
what was done will be among the exhibits at the Annual
Meeting.
Winners of both the Lake Friendly Shoreline Award and
the Most Improved Shoreline Award will be recognized in
the fall newsletter.

The Saga of the Sinking Loons
by John Szafranski and Kathy Kriewald---Middle Cullen Lake

Is it possible that even those made-for-water creatures,
loons, can have too much water? Sadly, our very wet
spring and high lake levels, combined with hungry eagles,
proved to be insurmountable problems for the three pairs
of nesting loons on Middle Cullen Lake in 2012.
On April 23, Ron Kriewald, with help from a neighbor,
installed their loon nesting platform at the eastern end of
the lake and both Kathy and Ron began observing the loon
activities. A pair of loons began exploring the nest shortly
thereafter and within a week they had built their nest on
the platform. On May 1 they began sitting on the nest.
John Szafranski began near daily cruises around the lake
starting May 18 and noted there were three pairs of loons
nesting. The first near Patrick Ganley’s home, the second
pair in the bay to the east of Boudrye’s, and, of course, the
third pair on the platform placed by the Kriewalds. They
were arbitrarily designated the Western, Central and
Eastern pairs.

Abandoned egg on nest

photo by John Szafranski

Kathy observed the Eastern pair feeding their hungry
chicks for almost a week, noting also that the bald eagles
appeared to be stalking this vulnerable group. The adult
loons were very protective of their young and would go
into their diversion tactics making frantic calls every time
an eagle came close.

Starting about May 22, the lakes area experienced very
heavy rainfall, exceeding 9” over a week’s time. The lake
levels rose significantly during that time. On May 27,
John noted that the Western and Central loon pairs had
abandoned their nests due to the high water.

Eastern loon family
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But the eagles finally won out on June 3 when Kathy and
Ron heard a big commotion and saw an eagle swooping
over the loons-----and later the chicks were gone. The
loons continued to swim around the nest and call
mournfully the rest of the day.
Eastern loon on nest
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The Eastern pair was still nesting, although the water level
was clearly threatening the platform and nest. On May 28
Kathy observed two chicks swimming around the nest with
their parents attentively feeding them small minnows. On
May 30, John also noted that the Eastern nest was now
empty and observed that pair of loons had two chicks.
Sadly, he saw that the Central pair had abandoned an egg
laid on their nest.

Between June 7 and 15, as the lake water levels began to
recede, both Kathy and John observed the Western and
Eastern loon pairs on the nests making another attempt to
lay eggs and hatch young. But about June 15, the lakes
received another heavy rainfall and the lake level rose
again. Both pairs again abandoned the nests, and have not
made any further attempts at re-nesting.

-- continued on next page --

Thus the loons on Middle Cullen were 0 for 3 this season,
with high water preventing two pairs from hatching young
and the eagles stealing the chicks that did hatch.
Fortunately the loons on Lower and Upper Cullen were
more successful. The pair on Lower hatched two chicks
about May 15 and they have done well. Ditto for a pair on
Upper who hatched one chick.
We who live on Middle Cullen are very disappointed at
being deprived of our usual summer sight of loons feeding
their chicks---but probably not as disappointed as the
loons. We hope that 2013 will prove a more normal,
fruitful year for them.

Currents on the Cullens
Deaths: Frieda Rehwaldt, Upper Cullen (U45-50)

Deerwood Knoll

Editor’s note: Lower Cullen usually has two nesting loon
pairs, but this year only the East End pair tried to nest
(and, as noted above, hatched and are raising two chicks).

Editor’s note: What follows is the text of a handout Ed
and Frieda Rehwaldt made available to visitors to their
Upper Cullen Lake home, giving them a brief glimpse into
the history of the Rehwaldts’ 66 acres.

Fourth of July Boat Parades

“Deerwood Knoll is on the south shore of Upper Cullen
Lake and was once the home of various Indian tribes.
Hundreds of years ago the Cheyenne used it as a camping
site. A number of years ago a Cheyenne grindstone was
found on the property.

Numbers were down this year, both in participants and
parades! Lower Cullen Lake was the only one of the three
Cullen Lakes reported to the newsletter editor to have had
an actual parade this year.
Was this the result of the hot, humid, unpredictable
weather or July 4th being on a Wednesday or a
combination of the two? We’ll never know. We can only
hope that next year sees a return of a parade with
numerous participants on each lake.

“The railroads were the first owners of this land. In 1908,
135 acres between Middle and Upper Cullen Lakes were
purchased by the Lundborg brothers, Joe and Ted, and
their sister, Ann. They became well known characters for
many things -- hard work, stubbornness, open hospitality,
tenacity, and their experimental nature. Joe spent time in
jail in the 1920s for blowing up a dam between Middle and
Lower Cullen lakes which, he claimed, was stealing his
property by raising the lake level.
“By 1910 the Lundborgs had built a house and barn and
were selling fruit and vegetables to people in the lakes
area. In 1942 Joe described their farm as a ‘dairy, truck,
fruit, poultry, sheep, nursery, fur, resort farm’. The area of
Deerwood Knoll was the fur ranch. The present storage
shed is a rebuilt mink barn and the foundations of the fox
sheds are still visible.
“In 1956 the entire farm was sold to A.E. Rehwaldt. In the
1960s Ed and Frieda Rehwaldt bought 75 of the acres.
The present house was originally a 16 x 20 foot
refrigeration building with a gas powered walk-in freezer
and a single story gable-roof shed with two small
windows. Through the years many additions and changes
were made to the house. The guest building was originally
a feed preparation and storage building which was used for
living during the mink kitting season. The still existing
green shed was a mink barn.”
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The Lower Cullen parade had about 23 boats participating,
down from the usual 34-36 boats. There were pontoons, a
few jet skis, and boats of all sizes and types. Those in the
parade seemed to be having a good time, as were the many
observers on shore.

In 2002, Ed and Frieda placed 55 acres of their land under
the protection of the Minnesota Land Trust via a
conservation easement. They reserved four lakeshore lots
on 11 acres of the land for future development as lake
home sites. The rest of their property is forever preserved
and protected in its current undeveloped state.

  

 Hire dock and boat lift installers that are DNR trained Lake Service Providers
(LSP). ,W¶VWKHODZIRUDQ\RQHZRUNLQJIRUKLUHLQ0LQQHVRWDSXEOLFZDWHUV7KHEXVLQHVVQHHGVD
permit - the worker needs DNR certification. (DNR website - search LSP)
Ask to see the DNR issued certificate of the LSP dock and lift worker. Businesses and workers that
are properly trained will be happy to show you their credentials.

  

Zebra Mussels
impact recreational
use of lakes

 Know that watercraft and all water-related equipment can spread AIS. This
includes fishing boats, jet skis, wakeboard boats, sailboats, scuba gear, float planes, canoes, kayaks,
all fishing gear, waders, docks, boat lifts, moorings, and waterfowl hunting gear.
 Learn to identify each aquatic invasive (zebra mussels, Eurasian watermilfoil, spiny
water fleas. etc). Establish a lake monitoring team for early detection of new AIS infestations which
translates to quicker and more effective treatment options. Be aware of AIS not currently in MN but
considered a threat such as hydrilla. (DNR website - search aquatic invasive identification)
 Know where designated infested waters are in Minnesota and other states. (DNR
website - search infested waters)

Zebra Mussels
attach to plants

 Educate guests! Make sure transported watercraft or water-related equipment of guests
arriving from other lakes/rivers (including out-of-state) are free of zebra mussels and other Aquatic
Invasive Species. (Eurasian watermilfoil, spiny water fleas, Flowering Rush and others)
Watercraft coming from infested waters should adhere to recommended dry times or professional
decontamination. (100thmeridian.org - search dry time estimator)
 Encourage resorts/campsites/hotels to train marina employees on AIS and to use
precautionary measures when working with water-related equipment arriving from other lakes and
rivers. All arriving watercraft and water-related equipment needs to be free of AIS - Cleaned and
Drained before entering the water. Water-related equipment that is Dry is less likely to spread AIS.
 Organize a volunteer inspection program for public accesses and contact the DNR for
training%H³Eyes and Ears of the Lake´. (DNR website - search watercraft inspection)
 Promote good AIS relationships among your lake neighbors, the DNR AIS Specialist and
law enforcement by including DNR and law enforcement as speakers during your lake association
meeting. (DNR website - search aquatic invasive species contacts)

Juvenile

 Report suspected new AIS sightings to the DNR. IW¶VWKHODZ

Zebra Mussels
are small

Zebra Mussels on
a native clam -
ALSO: Zebra
Mussels deplete

  

food supply for

 Know current laws and follow them. Before leaving public accesses, water must be
drained from all water-related equipment. All bait containers with lake water must be drained and
watercraft must be transported with the plug out. (DNR website - search invasive species laws)
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You, Too, Could Be a CLA
Board Member!
by Ann Beaver, CLA president

Since the first of the year, the CLA Board of Directors has
lost two members who needed to resign for unavoidable
reasons and another member
will be resigning as of the
Annual Meeting. The CLA bylaws state the Board is to be
comprised of 12 to 18 members.
As of the August 11 Annual
Meeting we will have 11 board
members.
Fortunately, two
people have recently volunteered
to stand for election to the Board. I want to strongly
encourage others of you to consider becoming a
member of the Board. I believe our association would be
strengthened if we had more people in it who were
knowledgable of the many things our lake association does
and is all about.
To help you decide if you can volunteer as a board
member, I have put together the following information.

The Board of Directors meets for 1-2 hours on the second
Saturday morning of the month, May through October.
Members are expected to attend as many meetings as
possible, for many good ideas and the means for
accomplishing things emerge from the free interchange
that takes place during these meetings. Each Board
member is expected to participate in at least two
committees in his or her areas of interest. Much of the
actual committee work is done through regular committee
assignments and via electronic communications, but
sometimes committee meetings are unavoidable, especially
for the Invasive Species Committee.
It is not necessary to be a full time resident at the lake to
be an effective board member. The internet has changed
our lives in many ways and that is one of them . In recent
years, much of the most time consuming and hardest work
was done by board members who are seasonal residents or
“weekenders”.
The most important qualification a
potential board member can have is the desire to help
the Association carry out the work needed to achieve its
long term goals.
I hope you will consider joining us on the Board!

The Association’s goals are achieved through the work of
its Board of Directors.
The Cullen Lakes Association’s Goals are:
1. Maintain or improve the water quality of the Cullen
Lakes.
2. Maintain an aquatic plant community of sufficient
abundance to support fish and wildlife, to protect
shorelines and lake bottoms from wave action, and to
improve water quality.
3. Control and prevent infestations of aquatic invasive
species to protect native plant and animal populations and
the lakes’ ability to support recreational activities.
4. Enhance the recreational use, safety, and enjoyment of
the lakes’ water surfaces while protecting them as natural
resources.
5. Maintain or improve the fish populations of each lake.
6. Promote responsible and sustainable land development
to protect the lakes and their environs.
7. Educate and inform Cullen Lakes property owners,
Association members, and the general public on topics
related to the preservation of the quality of the lakes and
their environs.
8. Review and, when necessary, revise the Association’s
organizational structure to ensure attainment of its goals
and objectives.
9. Establish a proactive position in the planning for the
future of the Cullen Lakes.
The Board of Directors works to achieve the above goals
through its committees:
Administration, Budget &
Finances, Education, Environmental Issues, Fish
Management, Invasive Species, Lake Management
Planning, Land Development, Membership, and Water
Quality.

Resort Information Sought
The newsletter editor recently was given the following list
of resorts on the Cullen Lakes chain as of 1933 and their
owners at that time. If anyone has any information or
pictures of the resorts, their history or stories about them
would make an interesting future newsletter article.
Lower Cullen
Bang’s Resort, A.S. Bang
Manning’s Resort, C.E. Bang
Pine Acres Resort, H.R. Sommers
Quinn’s Cottages, J.M. Quinn
Crescent Beach Resort, Foster Belknap
Hess Resort, Alma J. Hess
Lerche’s Resort, E.C. Lerche
Try-Angle Lodge, Cora Leitch
Swartwood Cottages, H.B. Swartwood
Wiltse’s, C.E. Wiltse
Middle Cullen
Lundborg’s Cottages, Selma Lundborg
Way-Ma-Dee Point, Wayne and Marion Dietz
Upper Cullen
Double R Ranch, A.F. Glassman
Please contact newsletter editor Ann Beaver if you have
any information about or photos of these resorts.

Curly Leaf Pondweed: A Challenge
to Control
by John Szafranski, Invasive Species Committee co-chair

Curlyleaf Pondweed (CLP), a non-native invasive aquatic
plant, is present in over 350 Minnesota lakes and has likely
been present on our Cullen Lakes for well over 10 years.
But it was not identified as a serious recreational problem
until 2007 when the Cullen Lakes Association (CLA)
noted extensive CLP surface matting on Lower Cullen, and
the MNDNR carried out an extensive survey which found
CLP in significant quantities on all three lakes. CLA
decided in 2008 to raise funds for control, ultimately
signing a four year (2009-2012) contract with PLM Lake
and Land Management Corp (PLM) for annual chemical
treatment of problem areas.
In 2012, CLP was treated by our contractor in all of our
lakes in early May. On Lower Cullen, 29.3 acres were
treated, 4.6 on Middle, and 14 acres on Upper. Follow up
surveys of all lakes were made and charted in early June
by Committee members and by the MNDNR on Lower
and Middle.
After three years of mostly successful
control, results this year were mixed, with Upper and
Lower showing mostly adequate control, while Middle
was a surprise and disappointment with no control evident
and much increased growth and prevalence of CLP around
the lake. The far NE section of Upper Cullen also
continues to provide a challenge, with persistent growth
and matting. The photos in this article show the severe
matting in early June on Middle Cullen.

•

A MNDNR requisite for issuing permits which
specifies that treatments can be applied only when
water temperatures are between 50 and 60 deg. F. ----when CLP growth may yet be insufficient for control
via a chemical which kills CLP by contact.

Heavy CLP matting on Middle Cullen near U-M Channel

In an effort to better control CLP on Middle Cullen (it was
not treated in 2011), PLM utilized a granular form of
Aquathol K (the preferred chemical to treat CLP) while the
usual liquid form was used on the other two lakes. While
more expensive, the granular version provides more
geographic control and longer contact time. It is the
current belief that this failed to control as planned due to
the CLP plants not being of sufficient size and maturity at
the time of treatments, lack of treatment in 2011, and
possibly too little acreage treated in 2012.
Fortunately, the CLP receded about two weeks earlier than
usual and by the third week in June it no longer posed a
recreational problem. While the nutrients released in plant
die-off can cause increased algae blooms, the high water
levels and flow this year may well preclude this.

CLP matting near a Middle Cullen dock near the U-M Channel

The Committee contacted PLM, the MNDNR and several
other lake associations in Crow Wing County and
discovered that several other lakes in both MN and WI had
experienced similar problems with CLP growth this
season. The following factors appear to have influenced
CLP growth and our ability to control it:
• A winter with little snow cover and above average
temps accompanied by a near record early ice-out.
• Heavy rainfall resulting in higher than normal lake
levels and water flow through the lakes.
• Insufficient chemical concentrations when treating
small patches (< 1 acre) of CLP.

The committee has met with PLM staff and has been in
contact with MNDNR staff to refine/modify our CLP
treatment protocols to assure a more dependable control
from year to year while ensuring we do not harm the
native vegetation in the process. Potential improvements/
solutions for 2013 and beyond include:
• Increasing chemical concentration for smaller CLP
patches to allow for drift and water flow.
• Obtaining DNR approval to spray at temperatures
above 60 deg. F.
• Pay for pre-treat surveys for each lake to assure the
CLP is present with sufficient growth to allow effective
treatment.
• Experiment with approved systemic chemicals (vs.
Aquathol K which kills vegetation via contact).
• Encourage owners with significant but smaller patches
of CLP to submit permits to control via treatment for
their specific shoreline. A CLA Board member will
provide help, where needed, in writing the permits.

Our four year contract with PLM expires on December 31
of this year and the Committee will be interviewing all
viable contractor candidates, with the intent to sign a
probable 2-3 year contract beginning in 2013. Indications
are that costs for treatment will rise significantly!
On a very positive note, CLA again applied for MNDNR
grants for treatment of CLP and received them for all three
lakes this year. This has helped keep CLA costs down,
leaving more funds for future CLP treatments. We will
apply again for grants for 2013, if DNR funds are
available.
We encourage all members to attend the CLA annual
meeting to hear more details about CLP control and costs
and get answers to your pressing questions. The control of
CLP, a very complex plant, continues to be a learning
process and challenge.

Zebra Mussels Found in
Pelican Lake in
Crow Wing County
news release from the DNR web site

Scuba divers from the Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) have found zebra mussels
in Pelican Lake in Crow Wing
County near Brainerd. They were
found in two separate locations during a search of the lake
on July 9, 2012.
The search was a follow-up to an intensive search last
November after a single juvenile zebra mussel was found
on a dock. The November search of the lake failed to turn
up any additional mussels. DNR staff also asked the
Pelican Lake Association to notify its members to report
any suspect mussels, but no other zebra mussels were
found in 2011.
Educational and enforcement efforts to limit the spread of
invasive species will increase at the lake due to its
designation as infested waters. Minnesota law prohibits the
possession or transport of any aquatic invasive species
(AIS) in the state. AIS include, but are not limited to, zebra
mussels, Eurasian watermilfoil and spiny waterfleas.

DNR Question of the Week
from the DNR web site QW archives

Q: What is the purpose of native aquatic plants along a
shoreline?
A: Aquatic plants are essential components of most
freshwater ecosystems. Many of Minnesota's most soughtafter fish species depend heavily on aquatic vegetation for
food, protection from predators and reproduction. In
addition to fish, many wildlife species depend on aquatic
plants for food and nesting sites.
Aquatic plants not eaten directly by waterfowl support
many insects and other aquatic invertebrates that serve as
important food sources for migratory birds and their
young. Emergent aquatic vegetation also provides nesting
cover for a variety of waterfowl, wading birds, shorebirds
and songbirds. The reproductive success of ducks nesting
near lakes, for example, is closely tied to the availability of
aquatic plants. Beyond providing food and shelter for fish
and wildlife, aquatic vegetation maintains water clarity,
prevents suspension of bottom sediments and limits
shoreline erosion by moderating the effects of wave and
ice erosion. A healthy native plant community also
prevents the establishment of non-native invasive aquatic
plants. In short, many of the things that we enjoy most
about lakes are directly linked to aquatic vegetation.
- Steve Enger, DNR Aquatic Plant Management Program coordinator

Boaters and anglers need to continue to take extra
precautions when using this popular lake, as zebra mussels
could pose risks for other waters.
Boaters are required by law to:
■
Remove aquatic plants and zebra mussels from
boats and trailers.
■

Drain all water, including pulling the drain plug,
open water draining devices, and draining bilges
and live wells; the drain plug must be removed or
open when transporting boat on public roads.

■

Drain bait buckets when exiting lakes that have
been designated as infested with spiny waterfleas
or zebra mussels; anglers can keep unused bait
when leaving infested waters if they replace the
water with tap or spring water.

It is also recommended that people spray or rinse boats
with high pressure and/or hot water, or let them dry
thoroughly for five days before transporting to another
body of water.
More information about aquatic invasive species is
available on DNR website.
Editor’s note: Other nearby lakes infested with zebra
mussels are Gull (and thus the entire Gull chain, including
Round Lake), Ossawinnamakee, and Mille Lacs. Extra
caution should be taken after watercraft and trailers have
been in these lakes or any other infested waters.

CULLEN LAKES ASSOCIATION
P.O. BOX 466
NISSWA, MN 56468
To protect, preserve, and enhance the three Cullen Lakes and their
environs in order to ensure the continued vitality of the lakes, high
quality fish and wildlife habitat, safe and healthful family living,
and the survival of these natural gifts for future generations.
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